
 
 

INDOOR EXHIBIT HEIGHT RESTRICTION NOTICE 
 

Note: The majority of the ceiling heights inside the LVCC North and Central Exhibit Halls are 35 ft. There are 
some areas located in the Central Hall (C1) where the ceiling drops to 25 ft. and other areas in the North Hall 
where the ceiling drops to 24 ft. 

PAR CAN / LEKO SPOT LIGHTS  
• Any lighting which is rigged from the stand hang points, must not fall outside the confines of the 

stand space, per by NBAA regulations. Lights can not be installed over aisles. 

LIGHTING TRUSS  
• Lighting truss must be within the confines of the stand and cannot exceed 30’ in height (floor to top 

of truss). Any hanging signs or banners attached to the truss must conform to the maximum height 
limitations (See chart on following page) 

STAND STRUCTURE / HANGING  
• Stand structures and hanging signs must be within the confines of the stand and cannot exceed the 

maximum stand height limitations.    
 

SECURITY RIGGING POINTS 
• Raw exhibit space exhibitors may have a maximum of 4 stability points to secure their stand. Those 

using Y slings will be handled on a case-by-case basis depending on number and complexity of stand 
design. All rigging requests, including stability points (prior to ordering), and lighting truss, must be 
included on stand drawings and approved prior to ordering from show management. 

 
Exhibitors with inline stands or peninsula stands are prohibited from attaching or hanging anything 
whatsoever to or from any part of the Las Vegas Convention Center.  
 
Freeman is the exclusive provider of labor for assembly and installation of all hanging equipment, trusses and 
signs at the Las Vegas Convention Center. Due to safety regulations and liability issues, outside contractors 
will not be permitted to install any hanging structures. 
 

  



 
 

INDOOR EXHIBIT HEIGHT RESTRICTION NOTICE 
 
All rigging order forms must be accompanied by a Stand Drawing & Hanging Signs Submission Form, which is 
to be submitted to NBAA in advance for approval.  
 

Requests must be submitted to NBAA before August 30, 2019. 

MAXIMUM HEIGHT LIMITATIONS  
(Measured from the floor to the top of the signage or structure) 

Stand Type Max. Height 
Inline Stand 8’ 
Mini-Island Stand 12’ 
Main Aisle Island Stand 15’ 
Non-Main Island Stand 20’ 
Non-Perimeter Vehicle 12’ 
Perimeter Vehicle 30’ 
Perimeter Stand 30’ 

 
Any questions, please contact the NBAA Exhibits Team at exhibits@nbaa.org.   

https://apps.nbaa.org/events/bace/2019/manage-your-exhibit/stand-drawing-hanging-sign/?_ga=2.165457727.1862234125.1560188772-1617766808.1508436219
mailto:exhibits@nbaa.org

